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Abstract
In many security and healthcare systems,
the detection and diagnosis systems use
a sequence of sensors/tests. Each test
outputs a prediction of the latent state
and carries an inherent cost. However,
the correctness of the predictions cannot
be evaluated due to unavailability of the
ground-truth annotations. Our objective is to
learn strategies for selecting a test that gives
the best trade-off between accuracy and costs
in such unsupervised sensor selection (USS)
problems. Clearly, learning is feasible only
if ground truth can be inferred (explicitly
or implicitly) from the problem structure.
It is observed that this happens if the
problem satisfies the ‘Weak Dominance’ (WD)
property. We set up the USS problem as
a stochastic partial monitoring problem and
develop an algorithm with sub-linear regret
under the WD property. We argue that
our algorithm is optimal and evaluate its
performance on problem instances generated
from synthetic and real-world datasets.
1 Introduction
In many applications, one has to trade-off between
accuracy and cost. For example, for detecting some
event, it is not only the accuracy of a sensor that
matters, but the associated sensing cost is important
as well. Also, one may have to predict labels of
instances for which ground-truth cannot be obtained.
In such scenarios, feedback about the correctness of
sensors’ predictions remains unknown. Problems with
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this structure arise naturally in healthcare, security,
and crowd-sourcing applications. In healthcare, the
patients may not reveal the outcome of treatment due
to privacy concerns; hence the effectiveness of the
treatment is unknown. In crowd-sourcing systems,
the expertise of self-listed-agents (workers) may not be
known; therefore their quality cannot be identified. In
a security application, specific threats may not have
been seen before, and thus their in-situ ground-truth
may not be available.
In this work, we focus on the study of sensor
selection problems where we do not have the
advantage of knowing the ground-truth and hence
cannot measure the error rates of the sensors.
Here sensors could correspond to medical tests
(healthcare), detectors/scanners (security) or workers
(crowd-sourcing). In these unsupervised sensor
selection (USS) problems, the goal is to still find the
‘best’ sensor that gives the best trade-off between error
and cost [1].
In USS setup, it is assumed that the sensors form
a cascade, i.e., they are ordered by their prediction
efficiency and costs– the average prediction error
decreases hence, prediction efficiency increases with
every stage of the cascade while the cost of acquiring
it increases. Even though it is assumed that the sensor
ordering is known and better sensors are associated
with higher costs, the exact values of sensor errors are
still unknown. The learner’s goal is to find a sensor that
has small value of total prediction cost for a given task,
which includes both the cost of acquiring the sensor’s
outputs and the cost due to incorrect predictions.
Clearly, without the knowledge of the ground-truth, one
cannot find the optimal sensor as the sensor accuracies
cannot be computed. In the USS setup, the structure
of the problem is exploited, and it is shown that under
certain conditions, namely strong dominance (SD) and
weak dominance (WD), learning is possible. The SD
property requires the prediction accuracy of a sensor
to stochastically dominate prediction accuracy of other
sensors with lower costs in the cascade. Specifically, it
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assumes that if a sensor’s prediction is correct, then all
the sensors that follow this sensor in the cascade also
have correct predictions.
Under the SD property, Hanawal et al. [1] established
that USS problem is equivalent to a multi-armed bandit
with side observations and exploit the equivalence to
give an algorithm with sub-linear regret. SD property
is quite strong and posits that disagreement probability
of the predictions of two sensors is equal to the
difference in error rates. This property implies that
we can measure accuracy by measuring disagreement
probabilities leading to a direct multi-armed bandit
(MAB) reduction and analysis.
The WD property relaxes strict stochastic ordering on
predictions and allows errors on some instances from
better sensors. It is argued that the set of instances
satisfying the WD property is maximally learnable,
and any further relaxation of this property renders
the problems unlearnable. The reduction techniques
used under SD property does not apply/extend to WD
property. For this case, a heuristic algorithm without
any performance guarantee is given in [1]. Our work
bridges this gap. Our contributions are summarized as
follows:
• We develop an algorithm named USS-UCB that
has sublinear regret under WD property. We
characterize regret in terms of how ‘well’ the
problem instances satisfy the WD property and
then provide a bound that holds uniformly for all
WD instances.
• We give problem independent bounds on the regret
of USS-UCB. We show that it is of order T 2/3
under WD property and improves to T 1/2 under
SD property. We establish that the bounds are
optimal using results from partial monitoring in
Section 3.
• Hanawal et al. assume that sensors are ordered,
i.e., their accuracy improve with their index, and
used this fact in their algorithms. We relax this
assumption in Section 4 where the sensors can have
an arbitrary order. For this setup, we show that
the same WD property determines the learnability.
• We demonstrate performance of our algorithm on
both synthetic and real datasets in Section 5. The
experimental results show that regret of USS-UCB
is always lower than the heuristic algorithm in [1]
(See Fig. (3) in Section 5).
1.1 Related Work
Several works consider the problem of sensor selection
in either batch, or online settings (e.g., Trapeznikov
and Saligrama [2], Seldin et al. [3]). However, they all
require that the label of each data point is available
or the reward is obtained for each action. Zolghadr
et al. [4] considers that the labels are available on
payment. Greiner et al. [5], Póczos et al. [6] consider
costs associated with tests. However, they assume
that loss/reward associated with the players’ action
is revealed. In contrast, in our setting, the labels are
not revealed at any point and are thus completely
unsupervised, and the cost in our setup is related to
sensing cost and not that of acquiring a label.
Platanios et al. [7, 8, 9] consider the problem of
estimating accuracies of the multiple binary classifiers
with unlabeled data. Most of these works make
strong assumptions such as independence given the
labels, knowledge of the true distribution of the labels.
Platanios et al. [7] proposed logistic regression based
methods using the classifiers’ agreement rates over
unlabeled data, [8] extend this work to use graphical
models, and Platanios et al. [9] proposes method using
probabilistic logic. Further, Platanios et al. [9] also
uses weighted majority vote for label prediction. All
this is in the batch setting and differs from our online
setup.
In the crowd-sourcing problems, various methods
have been proposed to estimate unknown skill-level
of crowd-workers from the noisy labels they provide
(Bonald and Combes [10], Kleindessner and Awasthi
[11]). These methods assume that all workers are
having the same cost and aggregate the predictions
on a given dataset for estimating the accuracy of each
worker. Unlike ours, these methods are not online.
Our work is closely related to the stochastic partial
monitoring setting [12, 13, 14, 15], where the feedback
from actions is indirectly tied to the rewards. In our
setting, we exploit the problem structure to learn
an optimal arm without explicitly knowing the loss
associated with each action.
2 USS Problem
We cast the unsupervised, stochastic, cascaded
sensor selection as an instance of stochastic partial
monitoring problem (SPM). We use sensor and arm
interchangeably in the following. Formally, a problem
instance in our setting is specified by a pair θ = (P, c),
where P is a distribution over the K + 1 dimensional
hypercube, and c is a K-dimensional, non-negative
valued vector of costs. While c is known to the learner
from the start, P is unknown. Henceforth, we identify
problem instance by θ. The instance parameters specify
the learner-environment interaction as follows: In
each round t = 1, 2, . . . , the environment generates
a K + 1-dimensional binary vector (Yt, Y 1t , . . . , Y Kt ) ∈
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{0, 1}K+1 chosen at random from P . Here, Y jt is the
output of sensor j, while Yt is the (hidden) label to
be guessed by the learner. Simultaneously, the learner
chooses an index It ∈ [K] where [K] = {1, 2, . . . ,K},
and observes the sensor outputs Y 1t , . . . , Y
It
t , i.e., the
learner goes through the first It sensors and observes
their outputs. Dropping the subindex t, write S =
(Y 1, . . . , Y K) ∈ {0, 1}K . Then, P , the joint probability
distribution of Y and S, can be expressed as P =
PS ⊗ PY |S , where for any s ∈ {0, 1}K and y ∈ {0, 1},
PS(s) = P {S = s} is (essentially) observable while
PY |S(y|s) = P {Y = y|S = s} is not.
Sensor 2 Sensor KSensor 1
Figure 1: Cascaded Unsupervised Sensor Selection setup.
Yt is the hidden state of the instance and Y 1t , Y 2t . . . Y Kt are
sensor outputs. cj denotes the cost of using the sensor j
and γj denotes error rate of the sensor j.
Hanawal et al. in addition assumes that the sensors
are known to be ordered from least accurate to most
accurate, i.e., γj
.
= γj(θ)
.
= P
{
Y 6= Y j} is decreasing
in j. We relax this assumption later in the Section 4.
The cost associated with sensor j ∈ [K] is denoted
by cj ≥ 0 and the cost of choosing action It is CIt .=
c1+· · ·+cIt , as the selection has to be done sequentially.
The total cost incurred by the learner in round t is thus
λCIt + I{Yt 6= Y Itt } where λ is a trade-off parameter
between error rate and cost of using sensors1. Without
loss of generality, we set λ = 1. The goal of the learner
is to compete with the best choice knowing the θ. Let
c(j, θ)
.
= E
[
Cj + I{Yt 6= Y jt }
]
(= Cj + γj) and i?
.
=
i?(θ)
.
= max{l : l = arg min
j∈[K]
c(j, θ)} be the optimal
sensor. The cumulative (pseudo-)regret of the learner
running an algorithm A up to the end of round T is
RT (A, θ) =
T∑
t=1
c(It, θ)− Tc(i?, θ). (1)
We say that the (expected) regret is sublinear if
E[RT ]/T → 0 as T →∞, where the expectation is over
It, which is random as it depends on past random data.
When the regret is sublinear, the learner collects almost
as much reward in expectation in the long run as an
oracle that knew the optimal action from the beginning.
Let ΘSA be the set of all stochastic, cascaded sensor
1λ is a parameter that makes associated cost unit-less.
For example, assume cost is in $ and associated λ is p. If
cost is increased by multiple of s (s = 100 for cost in cents)
then the corresponding λ will be p/s and vice-versa.
selection problems. Thus, θ ∈ ΘSA such that Y ∼ θ
and γj(θ) := P
{
Y 6= Y k} is decreasing in k. Given a
subset Θ ⊂ ΘSA, we say that Θ is learnable if there
exists a learning algorithm A such that for any θ ∈ Θ,
the expected regret E [RT (A, θ)] of algorithm A on
instance θ is sub-linear. A subset Θ is said to be a
maximal learnable problem class if it is learnable and for
any subset Θ′ ⊂ ΘSA that contains Θ is not learnable.
2.1 Strong and Weak Dominance
The purpose of this section is to introduce the notions of
strong and weak dominance from the work of Hanawal
et al. [1]. While Hanawal et al. studied learning
under strong dominance, here we will focus on weak
dominance. We also modify the definition of weak
dominance of Hanawal et al. to correct an oversight of
them.
The strong dominance (SD) property is defined as
follows:
Definition 1 (Strong Dominance (SD)). An instance
θ ∈ ΘSA is said to satisfy the strong dominance
property if for (Y, Y 1, · · · , Y K) ∼ θ, it holds almost
surely (a.s.) that
Y i = Y for some i ∈ [K]⇒ Y j = Y ∀j > i. (2)
The SD property implies that if a sensor predicts
correctly then, a.s., all the sensors in the subsequent
stages of the cascade also predict correctly. The set
of all instances satisfying SD property, i.e., ΘSD =
{θ ∈ ΘSA : θ satisfies SD condition} is learnable [1,
Theorem 2]. The weaker version of the SD property is
defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Weak Dominance (WD)). An instance
θ ∈ ΘSA is said to satisfy weak dominance property if
ρ(θ) := min
j>i?
Cj − Ci?
P {Y j 6= Y i?} > 1. (3)
Let ΘWD = {θ ∈ ΘSA : θ satisfies WD condition}
denote the set of instances satisfying the WD property.
The WD property holds for all problem instances where
sensor K is an optimal sensor.
Hanawal et al. [1] claimed that ΘWD is learnable.
However, their definition allowed ρ(θ) ≥ 1. As it turns
out, permitting ρ(θ) = 1 can prevent ΘWD from being
learnable:
Proposition 1. The set Θ′WD = {θ ∈ ΘSA : ρ(θ) ≥
1} is not learnable.
Proof. Let C2 − C1 = 1/4. Theorem 19 of Hanawal
et al. [1] constructs instances θ, θ′ ∈ Θ′WD such that
the optimal decision for θ is sensor 1, for θ′ is sensor
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2. The suboptimality gap on instance θ is 1/4, while
on instance θ′ is , where  ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable
parameter. At the same time P
{
Y 1 6= Y 2} = 1/4
in θ and P
{
Y 1 6= Y 2} = 1/4 +  in θ′. Theorem 17
of Hanawal et al. [1] implies that a sound algorithm
must check 1/4 = C2 − C1 ≥ P
{
Y 1 6= Y 2}. However,
no finite amount of data is sufficient to decide this:
In particular, one can show that if an algorithm on θ
achieves sublinear regret, then it must suffer linear
regret on θ′ for  > 0 small enough. Hence, all
algorithms will suffer linear regret on some instance in
Θ′WD.
The following theorem is obtained directly from
Theorem 14 and Theorem 19 in [1] after excluding
the case ρ = 1 in their proofs.
Theorem 1. The set ΘWD is a maximal learnable set.
In the following, we use an alternate characterization
of the ΘWD property given as
ξ := min
j>i?
{
Cj − Ci? − P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}}
> 0 (4)
Notice that ρ > 1 if and only if ξ > 0. Larger the value
of ξ ‘stronger’ is the ΘWD property and easier it is to
identify an optimal action. We later characterize the
regret bounds in terms of ξ.
3 Algorithm Under WD Property
In the following, we let i? denote the optimal arm with
largest index, i.e., i? = max{l : l = arg min
j∈[K]
c(j, θ)}.
The optimal sensor i? satisfies the following inequalities:
∀j < i? : Ci? − Cj ≤ γj − γi? , (5a)
∀j > i? : Cj − Ci? > γi? − γj . (5b)
Note that the above decision criteria is risk-averse, i.e.,
if two sensors have the same optimal cost, the sensor
with smaller error-rate will be chosen.
A natural candidate for a decision criteria is to replace
error rates (γj) by their estimates and look for an index
that satisfies (5a) and (5b). However, error rates (γj)
cannot be estimated, implying that (5a) and (5b) can
not lead to a sound algorithm. Recall the following
result from [1]:
Proposition 2 ([1, Proposition 3]). Let γi = γi(θ) for
any θ, not necessarily in ΘSA. Then, for any i, j ∈ [K],
γi − γj = P
{
Y i 6= Y j} − 2P{Y i = Y, Y j 6= Y } , and
hence γi − γj ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j}.
Using Proposition 2, criteria (5a) implies
∀j < i? : Ci? − Cj ≤ P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}
(6)
where P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j} forms a proxy for γj − γi? . For
the case j > i?, we can appeal to the WD property
and can replace (5b) by
∀j > i? : Cj − Ci? > P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}
(7)
P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j} can be estimated as the distribution PS
is observable. Motivated by (6) and (7), we define the
selection criteria based on the following sets:
Bl =
{
i : ∀j < i, Ci − Cj ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j}} ∪ {1} (8)
Bh=
{
i : ∀j > i, Cj − Ci > P
{
Y i 6= Y j}}∪{K}. (9)
Lemma 1. Let θ ∈ ΘWD. Let B := B(θ) = Bl ∩ Bh.
Then B contains the optimal sensor.
The proof is in Appendix A.
3.1 USS-UCB
In bandit problems, the upper confidence bound (UCB)
[16, 17] is highly effective for dealing with the trade-off
between exploration and exploitation. Using UCB
idea, we develop an algorithm, named USS-UCB, that
utilizes the sets (8) and (9) and looks for an index
that belongs to both. Since disagreement probabilities,(
pij
.
= P
{
Y i 6= Y j})’s, are unknown (but fixed), they
are replaced by their optimistic empirical estimates
at round t, denoted by pˆij(t) + Ψij(t) where pˆij(t) is
empirical estimate of pij and Ψij(t) is the confidence
term associated with pˆij(t) as in UCB algorithm. The
new sets for selection criteria are defined as follows:
Bˆlt={i : ∀j < i, Ci − Cj ≤ pˆji(t)+Ψji(t)}∪{1}, (10a)
Bˆht ={i : ∀j >i;Cj−Ci>pˆij(t)+Ψij(t)}∪{K}. (10b)
From the definition, it is easy to verify that pˆij(t) =
pˆji(t) and Ψij(t) = Ψji(t) for any (i, j) pair. Therefore,
it is enough for algorithm to only keep track of pˆij(t)
and Ψji(t) for i < j.
Remark 1. It might be tempting to use lower
confidence, i.e., pˆij(t)−Ψij(t) term instead of the upper
confidence term in (10b). However, such a change can
make the algorithm converge to a sub-optimal sensor.
A detailed discussion is given in the supplementary
material.
The pseudo code of USS-UCB is given in Algorithm
USS-UCB and it works as follows. It takes α as an input
that trades-off between exploration and exploitation.
In the first round, it selects sensor K and initializes
the value of number of comparisons and counter of
disagreements for each pair (i, j), i < j, denoted
Nij(1) and Dij(1) (Line 2), respectively. In each
subsequent round, the algorithm computes estimate
for the disagreement probability pˆij(t) (Line 4)and the
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USS-UCB Algorithm for USS under WD property
Input: α > 0.5
1: Select sensor I1 = K and observe Y 11 , . . . , Y
I1
1
2: Set Dij(1)← 1{Y i1 6=Y j1 }, Nij(1)← 1 ∀i < j ≤ I1
3: for t = 2, 3, ... do
4: pˆij(t)← Dij(t−1)Nij(t−1) ∀i < j ≤ K
5: Ψij(t)←
√
α log f(t)
Nij(t−1) ∀i < j ≤ K
6: Compute Bˆlt and Bˆht as given in (10a) and (10b)
7: Bˆt := Bˆlt ∩ Bˆht
8: It ← min
{Bˆt ∪ {K}}
9: Select sensor It and observe Y 1t , . . . , Y
It
t
10: Dij(t)← Dij(t− 1) + 1{Y it 6=Y jt } ∀i < j ≤ It
11: Nij(t)← Nij(t− 1) + 1 ∀i < j ≤ It
12: end for
associated confidence Ψij(t) (Line 5)). Then pˆij(t) and
Ψij(t) are used for computing sets Blt and Bht (Line 6)
which are then used to select the sensor. Specifically,
the algorithm selects a sensor It that satisfies (10a)
and (10b) (Line 8).
Since initial estimates for pij are not good enough, Bˆt
can be empty. In such a case, the algorithm selects
the sensor K. After selection of sensor It, Y
j
t , j ∈ [It]
(Line 9) are observed which are then used to update the
Dij(t) (Line 10) and Nij(t) (Line 11) in the algorithm.
3.2 Regret Analysis
Following notations and definition are useful in
subsequent proofs. For the optimal sensor i? and each
j ∈ [K], let
∆j := Cj + γj − (Ci? + γi?), (11)
κj :=
{
pi?j − (γj − γi?), if j < i? (12a)
pi?j − (γi? − γj), if j > i? (12b)
ξj :=
{
∆j + κj , if j < i? (13a)
∆j − κj , if j > i? (13b)
Notice that the values of κj and ξj for all j ∈ [K] are
positive under the WD property. Let Nj(T ) denote
the number of times sensor j is selected until round T .
The following proposition gives the mean number of
times a sub-optimal sensor is selected.
Proposition 3. Let f(t) be a positive valued increasing
function such that C = lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
1
f(t)2α
< ∞ in
USS-UCB. For any θ ∈ ΘWD, the mean number of
times a sensor j 6= i? is selected, is bounded as follows:
• for any j < i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤ C
2ξ2j
,
• and for any j > i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤1+ 1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T )+
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)
.
Notice that the mean number of times a sensor j < i? is
selected, is finite. The regret bounds follows by noting
that E [RT ] =
∑
j<i? E [Nj(T )] ∆j +
∑
j>i? E [Nj(T )]
∆j . Formally, we have the following regret bound.
Theorem 2. Let f(t) be set as in Proposition 3. Then,
for any θ ∈ ΘWD, the expected regret of USS-UCB in
T rounds is bounded as below:
E [RT ] ≤
∑
j<i?
∆jC
2ξ2j
+
∑
j>i?
∆j
[
1 +
1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T )
+
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)]
.
Corollary 1. Let α = 1 and f(t) = t in Theorem 2.
Then, expected regret of USS-UCB for any θ ∈ ΘWD
in T rounds is of O
( ∑
j>i?
∆j log T
ξ2
)
.
Corollary 2. Let technical conditions stated in
Corollary 1 hold. Then expected regret of USS-UCB
for any θ ∈ ΘSD in T rounds is of O
( ∑
j>i?
log T
ξ
)
.
Proof. Since |γj−γi? | = pi?j for θ ∈ ΘSD, κj = 0,∀j ∈
[K]⇒ ξj = ∆j . Rest follows from Corollary 1.
We next present problem independent bounds on the
expected regret of USS-UCB.
Theorem 3. Let f(t) be set as in Proposition 3. The
expected regret of USS-UCB in T rounds
• for any instance in ΘWD is bounded as
E [RT ] ≤ 3 (3αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3.
• for any instance in ΘSD is bounded as
E [RT ] ≤ 4 (αKT log f(T ))1/2 .
Corollary 3. The expected regret of USS-UCB on
ΘSD is O˜(T 1/2) and on ΘWD it is O˜(T 2/3), where O˜
hides logarithmic terms.
The proof of Theorem 3 can be found in the
supplementary material. We note that the above
uniform bounds do not contradict Theorem 19 in [1]
which claimed non-existence of uniform bounds. The
ΘWD condition considered in [1] incorrectly includes
the class of instances satisfying ρ = 1 which renders
ΘWD not learnable, whereas in our definition of ΘWD
these instances are excluded and ΘWD is learnable.
Discussion on optimality of USS-UCB: Any
partial monitoring problem can be classified as an
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‘easy’, ‘hard’ or ‘hopeless’ problem if it has expected
regret bounds of the order Θ(T 1/2),Θ(T 2/3) or Θ(T ),
respectively, and there exists no other class in between
[14]. The class ΘSD is regret equivalent to a stochastic
multi-armed bandit with side observations [1], for which
regret scales as Θ(T 1/2), hence ΘSD resides in the
easy class and our bound on it is optimal. Since
ΘWD ) ΘSD, ΘWD is not easy, and also ΘWD is
learnable, it cannot be hopeless. Therefore, the class
ΘWD is hard. We thus conclude that the regret bound
of USS-UCB is optimal in T . However, optimality
concerning other leading constants (in terms of K) is
to be explored further.
4 Unknown Ordering of Sensors
The sensor error rates are unknown in our setup
and cannot be estimated due to unavailability of
ground-truth. Thus, it may happen that we do not
know whether error rate of the sensors in the cascade
is decreasing or not. In this section, we remove the
requirement that sensors are arranged in the decreasing
order of their error rates and allow them to be arranged
in an arbitrary order that is unknown. We denote the
set of USS instances with unknown ordering of sensors
by their error-rates as Θ′SA ⊃ ΘSA. The rest of the
setup is same as in Section 2. We show that even with
this relaxation, WD property defined earlier continues
to characterize the learnability of the problem.
We begin with the following observation.
Lemma 2. Let i? be an optimal sensor. Then, error
rate of any sensor j < i? is higher than that of i?.
Proof. We have γj − γi? ≥ Ci? − Ci for all j ∈ [K].
For j < i?, Ci? − Cj ≥ 0 as costs are increasing with
sensors. Hence γj ≥ γi? .
The following corollary directly follows from Prop. 2.
Corollary 4. For any i, j ∈ [K], max{0, γj − γi} ≤
P
{
Y i 6= Y j}.
The following two propositions provide the conditions
on sensor costs that allows comparison of their total
costs based on disagreement probabilities.
Proposition 4. Let i < j. Assume
Cj − Ci /∈
(
max{0, γi − γj},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] . (14)
Then, Cj − Ci > max{0, γi − γj} iff Cj − Ci >
P
{
Y j 6= Y i}.
Proposition 5. Let i > j. Assume
Ci − Cj /∈
(
max{0, γj − γi},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] . (15)
Then, Ci − Cj ≤ max{0, γj − γi} iff Cj − Ci ≤
P
{
Y i 6= Y j}.
From Lemma (2), for any j < i∗ we have max{0, γj −
γi?} = γj − γi? . Propositions (4) and (5) then suggests
that the value of P
{
Y i 6= Y j} are sufficient to select
the optimal sensor if the sensors costs satisfy (Eq. (14))
for all j > i? and Eqn. (15) for all j < i?. Since
the values of P
{
Y i 6= Y j} can be estimated for all
i, j ∈ [K], we can establish the following result.
Proposition 6. Let i? be an optimal sensor. Any
problem instance θ ∈ Θ′SA is learnable if
∀ j > i? Cj−Ci? /∈
(
max{0, γi? − γj},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] .
Notice that for j > i?, Cj − C?i ≥ 0 and Cj − Ci? ≥
γi? − γj . Hence, the learnability condition reduces to
∀ j > i?, Cj − Ci? > Pr{Y i? 6= Y j}, i.e., same as the
WD condition. Hence, we have the following result.
Theorem 4. The set {θ ∈ Θ′SA : ρ(θ) > 1} is
learnable.
5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of
USS-UCB on different problem instances derived from
synthetic and two ‘real’ datasets: PIMA Indians
Diabetes [18] and Heart Disease (Cleveland) [19, 20].
In our experiments, each sensor is represented by a
classifier that is arranged in order of their decreasing
misclassification error, i.e., error-rate for each dataset.
The cost of using a classifier is assigned based on its
error-rate – smaller the error-rate higher the cost. The
case where sensors’ error-rate need not to decrease in
the cascade is also considered.
Synthetic Dataset: We generate synthetic Bernoulli
Symmetric Channel (BSC) dataset [1] as follows: The
input, Yt, is generated from i.i.d. Bernoulli(0.7) random
variable. The problem instance used in experiment has
three sensors with error rates γ1 = 0.4, γ2 = 0.1, γ3 =
0.05. To ensure strong dominance, we impose the
condition given in Eq. (2) during data generation.
When sensor 1 predicts correctly, we introduce error
up to 10% to the outputs of sensor 2 and 3. We use
five problem instances by varying the associated cost
of each sensor as given in Table 1.
Table 1: BSC Dataset. WD doesn’t hold for Case 5.
Optimal classifier’s cost is in red bold font.
Values/Classifiers Clf. 1 Clf. 2 Clf. 3 WD Prop.
Case 1 Costs 0 0.6 0.8 X
Case 2 Costs 0 0.15 0.35 X
Case 3 Costs 0 0.65 0.9 X
Case 4 Costs 0.2 0.36 0.4 X
Case 5 Costs 0 0.11 0.22 5
Real Datasets: Both real datasets specify the costs
of acquiring individual features. We split these
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(a) Synthetic BSC Dataset (b) Pima Indian Diabetes (c) Heart Disease
Figure 2: Cumulative regret for different problem instances of USS-UCB with parameter α = 0.51.
(a) Synthetic BSC Dataset (b) Pima Indian Diabetes (c) Heart Disease
Figure 3: Comparison between Heuristic Algorithm 2 proposed in [1] and USS-UCB with parameter α = {1.5, 1, 0.51} for
Case 1 of the synthetic BSC dataset and real datasets.
(a) Real Datasets (b) Synthetic BSC Dataset (c) Synthetic BSC Dataset
Figure 4: Comparison between unsupervised and supervised setting is shown for Case 1 of real datasets (4a). Cumulative
regret v/s WD property for BSC Dataset using different costs. Right figure: Cumulative regret v/s Time Horizon for
synthetic BSC Dataset when sensor are not ordered by their error rates (4b). Sensor 2 and 3 are interchanged in the
sequence while keeping the cost same as given in the Table 1 for synthetic BSC dataset (4c). Note that, i? = K for Case 4
and WD automatically holds but after interchanging last two classifiers, WD does not hold for Case 4.
features into three subsets based on their costs and
train three linear classifiers on these subsets using
logistic regression. For PIMA-Diabetes dataset (#
of samples=768) the first classifier is associated with
patient history/profile at the cost of $6, the 2nd
classifier, in addition, utilizes glucose tolerance test
(cost $ 29) and the 3rd classifier uses all attributes
including insulin test (cost $46). For the Heart dataset
(# of samples=297) we associate 1st classifier with
the first 7 attributes that include cholesterol readings,
blood-sugar, and rest-ECG (cost $32), the 2nd classifier
utilizes, in addition, the thalach, exang and oldpeak
attributes that cost $397 and the 3rd classifier utilizes
more extensive tests at a total cost of $601. We
scale costs using a tuning parameter λ (since the
costs of features are all greater than one) and consider
minimizing a combined objective (λCost+ Error) as
stated in Section 2. In our setup, high (low)-values
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Table 2: Real Datasets. WD doesn’t hold for Case 5.
Optimal classifier’s cost is in red bold font.
Values/
Classifiers
PIMA-Diabetes Heart Disease
WD
Pro.
Clf. 1 Clf. 2 Clf. 3 Clf. 1 Clf. 2 Clf. 3
Error-rate 0.3125 0.2331 0.2279 0.29292 0.20202 0.14815
Cost (in $) 4 29 46 32 397 601
λ in Case 1 0.01 0.0106 0.015 0.0001 0.0008 0.001 X
λ in Case 2 0.01 0.004 0.0038 0.0001 0.0001 0.00035 X
λ in Case 3 0.01 0.0113 0.015 0.0001 0.0009 0.001 X
λ in Case 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.00001 0.00004 0.0001 X
λ in Case 5 0.01 0.002 0.0055 0.0042 0.0001 0.00027 5
for λ correspond to low (high)-budget constraint.
For example, if we set a fixed budget of $50, this
corresponds to high-budget (small λ) and low budget
(large λ) for PIMA Diabetes (3rd classifier optimal)
and Heart Disease (1st classifier optimal) respectively.
For performance evaluation, different values of λ are
used in five problem instances for both real datasets
as given in Table 2.
Verifying WD property: As we know the error-rate
associated with each sensor, we can find an optimal
sensor for a given problem instance. Once the optimal
sensor is known, WD property is verified by using
estimates of disagreement probability after T rounds.
Expected Cumulative Regret v/s Time
Horizon: The Expected Cumulative Regret of
USS-UCB with α = 0.51 versus Time Horizon plots for
the Synthetic BSC Dataset and two real datasets are
shown in Figure 2. These plots verify that any instance
that satisfies WD property has sub-linear regret. The
online USS-UCB selects an instance randomly from
the dataset (with replacement) in each round for
fixed time horizon. Further, we make a comparison of
Algorithm 2 of [1] and USS-UCB for different values of
α. With same value of α = 1.5, Algorithm 2 of [1] and
USS-UCB gives same regret whereas USS-UCB with
α = 0.51 gives best result. as shown in the Figure 3.
We verify that if WD holds in any problem instance
with the arbitrary ordering of sensors by error rates,
then the problem is learnable as shown in Figure 4c.
We fix the time horizon to 10000 for our experiments.
We repeat each experiment 100 times, and average
regret with 95% confidence bound is presented.
Supervised v/s Unsupervised Learning: We
compare USS-UCB against an algorithm where the
learner receives feedback. In particular, for each
action in each round, in the bandit setting, the
learner knows whether or not the corresponding sensor
output is correct. We implement the “supervised
bandit” setting by replacing Step 4 in USS-UCB
with estimated marginal error rates. We notice that
for both high as well as low-cost scenarios, while
supervised algorithm does have lower regret, the
USS-UCB cumulative regret is also sublinear as shown
in Figure 4a. It is qualitatively interesting because
these plots demonstrate that, in typical cases, our
unsupervised algorithm learn as good as the supervised
setting.
Learnability v/s WD Property: To verify the
relationship between learnability and WD property,
we experiment with different problem instances of
synthetic BSC dataset that are parameterized by
varying costs. We test the hypothesis that set of
problem instances satisfying the WD property is a
maximal learnable set. We fixed an optimal sensor and
vary the costs in such a way that we continuously pass
from the situation where WD holds (ξ := minj>i? ξj
and ξ > 0) to the case where WD does not hold (ξ ≤ 0
or Cj − Ci? ∈ (γi? − γj , pi?j ] for any j > i?). If WD
does not hold for any problem instance then USS-UCB
converges to sub-optimal sensor j instead of optimal
sensor i?. In such problem instances, as Cj − Ci?
increase, the cumulative regret (1) will also increase
due to selection of sub-optimal sensor j by USS-UCB
until WD does not hold for that problem instance i.e.,
ξ > 0. The difference Cj − Ci? is lower bounded by
γi? − γj in such cases, therefore, ξ cannot be less than
−∆j . We start experiments with the minimum possible
value of ξ for which problem instance does satisfy WD
property and then increase the value of ξ. Figure 4b
depicts cumulative regret USS-UCB v/s ξ plots for
Synthetic BSC Dataset. It can be seen clearly that
there is indeed a transition at ξ = 0.
6 Conclusion
We studied the problem of selecting the best sensor in a
cascade of sensors where they are ordered according to
their prediction accuracies. The best sensor optimally
trades-off between sensor costs and their prediction
accuracy. The challenge in this setup is that the ground
truth is not revealed at any time and hence setup is
completely unsupervised. We modeled it as stochastic
partial monitoring problem and proposed an algorithm
that gives sub-linear regret under the Weak Dominance
(WD) property. We showed that our algorithm enjoys
regret of order O˜(T 2/3) (hiding logarithmic terms) and
when the problem instance satisfies the more stringent
Strong Dominance property, the regret bound improves
to O˜(T 1/2). We showed that our algorithm enjoys
the same performance under WD property even if
the sensor ordering is not necessarily according to the
decreasing value of their prediction accuracies.
In the current work, we did not exploit any side
information (contexts) available with the tasks. It
would be interesting to study the contextual version
of this problem where the optimal sensor could be job
dependent.
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Supplementary Material:
Online Algorithm for Unsupervised Sensor Selection
A Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1. Let θ ∈ ΘWD. Let B := B(θ) = Bl ∩ Bh. Then B contains the optimal sensor.
Proof. Let i? be an optimal sensor. Define
Bl := {i : i ∈ [2,K]; ∀j < i 3 Ci − Cj ≤ P{Y i 6= Y j}} ∪ {1} (16)
Bl−1 := Bl \ {1} (17)
Bh := {i : i ∈ [1,K − 1]; ∀j > i 3 Cj − Ci > P{Y i 6= Y j}} ∪ {K} (18)
Bh−K := Bh \ {K} (19)
B := Bl ∩ Bh (20)
Consider following three cases:
I. 1 < i? < K
II. i? = 1
III. i? = K
Case I: 1 < i? < K
As i? is an optimal sensor therefore ∀j > i? : Cj − Ci? > P{Y i? 6= Y j} ⇒ Cj − Ci?  P{Y i? 6= Y j} ⇒ ∀j > i? /∈
Bl−1. If any sensor l ∈ Bl−1 then l ≤ i? i.e.,
Bl−1 = {l1, l2, . . . , lm, i?} where 1 < l1 < · · · < lm < i? (21)
Bl = Bl−1 ∪ {1} = {1, l1, l2, . . . , lm, i?} (22)
Similarly, ∀j < i? : Ci? − Cj ≤ P{Y i? 6= Y j} ⇒ Ci? − Cj ≯ P{Y i? 6= Y j} ⇒ ∀j < i? /∈ Bh−K . If any sensor
h ∈ Bh−K then h ≥ i? i.e.,
Bh−K = {i?, h1, . . . , hn} where i? < h1 < · · · < hn < K (23)
Bh = Bh−K ∪ {K} = {i?, h1, h2, . . . , hn,K} (24)
From (20), (22) and (24), we get
B = Bl ∩ Bh
= {1, l1, l2, . . . , i?} ∩ {i?, h1, h2, . . . , hk,K}
⇒ B = {i?} (25)
Case II: i? = 1
Using (21), we get Bl−1 = φ, hence Bl = {1}. Similarly, using (24), we have Bh = {1, h1, h2, . . . , hn,K} that
implies
B = {1} ⇒ B = {i?} (26)
Case III: i? = K
Using (23), we get Bh−K = φ, hence Bh = {K}. Similarly, using (22), we have Bl = {1, l1, l2, . . . , lm,K} that
implies
B = {K} ⇒ B = {i?} (27)
(25),(26) and (27) ⇒ B is a singleton set and contains the optimal sensor.
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The following definition is convenient for the proof arguments.
Definition 3 (Action Preference (t)). The sensor i is optimistically preferred over sensor j in round t if:
i t j :=
{
Ci − Cj ≤ pˆji(t) + Ψji(t) if j < i (28a)
Cj − Ci > pˆij(t) + Ψij(t) if j > i (28b)
B Discussion of Remark 1
The algorithm can converge to a sub-optimal sensor when we replace the term pˆi?j(t) + Ψi?j(t) in (10b) by
pˆi?j(t)−Ψi?j(t). To verify this claim, assume algorithm selects sub-optimal sensor j in around t and j < i? then,
Ci? − Cj > pˆi?j(t)−Ψi?j(t)
Since sensor i? is not used then there is no update in pˆi?j(t+ 1) but by definition Ψi?j(t+ 1) > Ψi?j(t) therefore,
Ci? − Cj > pˆi?j(t+ 1)−Ψi?j(t+ 1).
Hence sub-optimal sensor will always be preferred over the optimal sensor in the subsequent rounds. This can be
avoided by using UC term in (10b) because,
pˆi?j(t+ 1) + Ψi?j(t+ 1) > pˆi?j(t) + Ψi?j(t)
The sub-optimal sensor j will not be preferred after sufficient n rounds,
⇒ Ci? − Cj < pˆi?j(t+ n) + Ψi?j(t+ n). (29)
As using LC term can make the decisions stuck to sub-optimal sensor, UC term is used in (10b).
C Proof of Proposition 3
We first recall the standard Hoeffding’s inequality [21, Theorem 2] that we use in the proof.
Theorem 5. Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables with common range [0, 1], µ = E [Xi], and
µˆn =
1
n
∑n
t=1Xt. Then for all  ≥ 0,
P {µˆn − µ ≤ −} ≤ e−2n2 (30a)
P {µˆn − µ ≥ } ≤ e−2n2 (30b)
We need the following lemmas to prove the Proposition 3.
Lemma 3.
erf(x) =
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt =
∫
e−x
2
dx (31)
Proof. Leibniz’s rule for 0 < g(x) ≤ h(x) <∞,
d
dx
∫ h(x)
g(x)
f(x, t)dt = f(x, h(x))
dh(x)
dx
− f(x, g(x))dg(x)
dx
+
∫ h(x)
g(x)
∂f(x, t)
∂x
dt
Leibniz’s integral rule without any common variable,
d
dx
∫ h(x)
g(x)
f(t)dt = f(h(x))
dh(x)
dx
− f(g(x))dg(x)
dx
Using Leibniz’s rule in (31), we get
d
dx
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt = e−x
2 dx
dx
− 1d0
dx
= e−x
2
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⇒ d
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt = e−x
2
dx
Integrating both side, ∫
d
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt =
∫
e−x
2
dx
⇒
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt =
∫
e−x
2
dx
Lemma 4. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R+ and tc = b
√
at±√acd. Then∫
e−t
2
cdt = ∓
√
picd erf(tc)√
ab2
− e
−t2c
ab2
+ C
where erf(x) =
2√
pi
∫
e−x
2
dx (using Lemma 3)
Proof. Let x = tc ⇒ x = b
√
at±√acd. Then,
t =
(x∓√acd)2
ab2
Now differentiate x w.r.t. t,
dx
dt
=
b
√
a
2
√
t
⇒ dt = 2
√
t
b
√
a
dx =
2(x∓√acd)
ab2
dx
By changing the variable from t to x in given integral,∫
e−t
2
cdt =
∫
e−x
2 2(x∓√acd)
ab2
dx
⇒
∫
e−t
2
cdt =
2
ab2
∫
xe−x
2
dx∓ 2
√
cd√
ab2
∫
e−x
2
dx (32)
As
∫
e−cx
2
dx =
√
pi
4c erf(
√
cx) + C and
∫
xe−cx
2
dx = − e−cx
2
2c + C, then (32) with c = 1 is,
= −e
−cx2
ab2
∓
√
picd erf(x)√
ab2
+ C
⇒
∫
e−t
2
cdt = ∓
√
picd erf(tc)√
ab2
− e
−t2c
ab2
+ C
Lemma 5. Let a, b, c, d ∈ R+ and t0 = cdb−2. Then∫ ∞
t0
e−(b
√
at−√acd)2dt =
√
picd√
ab2
+
1
ab2
Proof. Using Lemma 4 with tc = b
√
at−√acd.∫ ∞
t0
e−t
2
cdt =
(√
picd erf(tc)√
ab2
− e
−t2c
ab2
)∣∣∣∣∣
∞
t0
Since t0 = cdb−2, tc = 0 for t = t0, erf(0) = 0 and erf(∞) = 1, we get
⇒
∫ ∞
t0
e−t
2
cdt =
√
picd√
ab2
+
1
ab2
=
1
b2
(√
picd
a
+
1
a
)
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Lemma 6. Let b, c, d ∈ R+, {Xt}t≥1 be a sequence of independent random variables, µˆt = 1t
∑t
s=1Xs, and
µ = E [Xt] where Xt ∈ [0, 1], ∀t. Then
n∑
t=1
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
≤ 1 + 1
b2
(
cd+
√
picd
2
+
1
2
)
Proof. Assume t0 =
⌈
cdb−2
⌉
and t0 << n. We divide sum of the interest into two parts as:
n∑
t=1
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
=
t0∑
t=1
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
+
n∑
t=t0
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
As P {any event} ≤ 1 and for t > t0, b−
√
cd
t > 0. Using Hoeffding’s inequality (30b), we get
n∑
t=1
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
≤ dt0e+
n∑
t=dt0e
e−2(b
√
t−√cd)2
≤ 1 + cd
b2
+
∫ ∞
t0
e−(b
√
2t−√2cd)2dt
Now using Lemma 5 with a = 2,
n∑
t=1
P
{
µˆt − µ ≥ b−
√
cd
t
}
≤ 1 + 1
b2
(
cd+
√
picd
2
+
1
2
)
Proposition 3. Let f(t) be a positive valued increasing function such that C = lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
1
f(t)2α
<∞ in USS-UCB.
For any θ ∈ ΘWD, the mean number of times a sensor j 6= i? is selected, is bounded as follows:
• for any j < i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤ C
2ξ2j
,
• and for any j > i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤1+ 1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T )+
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)
.
Proof. Assume NT (j) be the number of times sensor j is selected till T rounds and It be the sensor selected by
algorithm at round t. Then mean number of pulls for any arm j is:
E [NT (j)] = E
[
T∑
t=1
1{It=j}
]
=
T∑
t=1
P {It = j}
We prove the proposition by considering the case j < i? and j > i? separately.
• Case I: j < i?
If sensor j is preferred over i? at round t then,
Ci? − Cj > pˆji?(t) + Ψji?(t) (from 28b)
It is easy to verify that Ci? − Cj = pi?j − ξj . By definition, pˆji?(t) = pˆi?j(t) and Ψji?(t) = Ψi?j(t),
pˆi?j(t) + Ψi?j(t) < pi?j − ξj (from 11, 12a and 13a)
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If algorithm selects sensor j in round t then it is preferred over an optimal sensor in that round, i.e.,
P {It = j} = P {It = j, j t i?} ≤ P {j t i?} = P
{
pˆi?j(t) +
√
α log f(t)
Ni?j(t− 1) < pi
?j − ξj
}
As Ni?j(t − 1) is a random variable, Hoeffding’s inequality (30a) cannot be directly used here. Let pˆi?j,s
denote the value of pˆi?j(t) when Ni?j(t− 1) = s. Then, we get
P {It = j} ≤
t∑
s=1
P
{
pˆi?j,s +
√
α log f(t)
s
≤ pi?j − ξj
}
=
t∑
s=1
P
{
pˆi?j,s − pi?j ≤ −
(
ξj +
√
α log f(t)
s
)}
Now using Hoeffding’s inequality (30a),
⇒ P {It = j} ≤
t∑
s=1
e
−2s
(
ξj+
√
α log f(t)
s
)2
≤
t∑
s=1
(
e−2ξ
2
j s e−2α log f(t)
)
≤
∫ t
0
e−2ξ
2
j s
f(t)2α
ds ≤
∫ ∞
0
e−2ξ
2
j s
f(t)2α
ds
≤
(
e−2ξ
2
j s
−2f(t)2αξ2j
)∣∣∣∣∣
∞
0
=
1
2ξ2j f(t)
2α
The mean number of time a sub-optimal sensor selected in T rounds is:
E [NT (j)] =
T∑
t=1
P {It = j} ≤
T∑
t=1
1
2ξ2j f(t)
2α
≤ 1
2ξ2j
∞∑
t=1
1
f(t)2α
=
C
2ξ2j
.
• Case II: j > i?
If sensor j is preferred over i? at round t then,
Cj − Ci? ≤ pˆi?j(t) + Ψi?j(t) (from 28a)
⇒ pˆi?j(t) + Ψi?j(t) ≥ pi?j + ξj (from 11, 12b and 13b)
The mean number of time a sub-optimal sensor selected in T rounds is given by:
E [NT (j)] =
T∑
t=1
P {It = j} =
T∑
t=1
P {j t i?, It = j}
=
T∑
t=1
P
{
pˆi?j(t) +
√
α log f(t)
Ni?j(t− 1) ≥ pi
?j + ξj , It = j
}
≤
T∑
t=1
P
{
pˆi?j(t) +
√
α log f(T )
Ni?j(t− 1) ≥ pi
?j + ξj , It = j
}
As P {A ∩B} ≤ min {P {A} ,P {B}} ⇒ P {A ∩B} ≤ P {A} or P {A ∩B} ≤ P {B}, we get
≤
T∑
s=1
P
{
pˆi?j,s +
√
α log f(T )
s
≥ pi?j + ξj
}
=
T∑
s=1
P
{
pˆi?j,s − pi?j ≥ ξj −
√
α log f(T )
s
}
.
Using Lemma 6 with b = ξj , c = α, d = log f(T ), we get
E [NT (j)] ≤ 1 + 1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)
.
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D Proof of Theorem 3
Theorem 3. Let f(t) be set as in Proposition 3. The expected regret of USS-UCB in T rounds
• for any instance in ΘWD is bounded as
E [RT ] ≤ 3 (3αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3.
• for any instance in ΘSD is bounded as
E [RT ] ≤ 4 (αKT log f(T ))1/2 .
Proof. Let Nj(T ) is the number of times sensor j selected in T rounds. Then expected cumulative regret of
USS-UCB for any instance θ ∈ ΘSA is:
E [RT ] =
∑
j 6=i?
E [Nj(T )] ∆j
=
∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ∆j +
∑
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] ∆j
Now, using the fact that for j < i?, ∆j = ξj − κj and for j > i?, ∆j = ξj + κj , we get
E [RT ] =
∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj − κj) +
∑
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj + κj)
≤
∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj +
∑
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj + κj)
⇒ E [RT ] ≤
∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[R1T ]
+
∑
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj + β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
E[R2T ]
, (33)
where
∀j, κj ≤ β

= 0 if θ ∈ ΘSD
≤ 1 if θ ∈ ΘWD and sensors are ordered by their error-rate
≤ 2 if θ ∈ ΘWD and sensors are arbitrarily ordered by their error-rates
(34)
In the following, we set ξ = min
j>i?
ξj . Now we consider the case ξ ≥ 1 and ξ < 1 separately.
• Case I: ξ ≥ 1⇔ ∀j > i?, ξj ≥ 1
Using Proposition 3 to upper bound E
[R2T ], we get
E
[R2T ] ≤∑
j>i?
(
1 +
1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
))
(ξj + β)
≤ K
(
(ξj + 2) +
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)(
1
ξj
+
β
ξ2j
))
⇒ E [R2T ] ≤ K(ξj + 2) +K
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)(
1
ξ
+
β
ξ2
)
(35)
For ξ ≥ 1,
(
1
ξ +
β
ξ2
)
≤ β + 1. Further, by definition ∀j > i?, ξj = Cj − Ci? − P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j}, one can easily
verify that max
j>i?
ξj ≤ CK − C1 as P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j} ≥ 0. Assume CK − C1 ≤ CK1 , then (35) can be written as:
E
[R2T ] ≤ K(CK1 + 2) + (β + 1)K
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)
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≤ (2C
K
1 + β + 5)K
2
+ (β + 1)K
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
)
(36)
For any ξ′, E
[R1T ] can written as:
E
[R1T ] = ∑
ξ′>ξj
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj +
∑
ξ′<ξj
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj
≤
∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξ′ +
∑
ξ′<ξj
j<i?
C
2ξ2j
ξj (using Proposition 3)
⇒ E [R1T ] ≤ Tξ′ + CK2ξ′
since ∑
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤ T
 (37)
From definition, ∀j < i?, ξj = P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j}− (Ci? − Cj). As sensors are ordered by increasing cost, one
can verify that ξj < 1 for θ ∈ ΘWD. With this fact, by combining (36) and (37), (33) can be written as:
E [RT ] ≤ Tξ′ + CK
2ξ′
+
(2CK1 + β + 5)K
2
+ 3K
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
)
Choose ξ′ =
√
CK
T which maximize the upper bound and we get,
E [RT ] ≤
√
2CKT +
(2CK1 + β + 5)K
2
+ 3K
(
α log f(T ) +
√
piα log f(T )
2
)
(38)
• Case II: ξ < 1
Assume T ≥ T0 for j > i? such that
1 +
1
ξ2j
(
α log f(T ) +
√
αpi log f(T )
2
+
1
2
)
≤ 2α log f(T )
ξ2j
(39)
For α = 1 and T0 = 56 (39) holds for all T ≥ T0. Let 0 < ξ′ < ξ. Then E
[R2T ] can be written as:
E [RT ] ≤
∑
ξ′>ξj
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj +
∑
ξ′<ξj
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ξj +
∑
ξ′>ξj
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj + β) +
∑
ξ′<ξj
j>i?
E [Nj(T )] (ξj + β)
Since
∑
ξ′>ξj
j<i?
E [Nj(T )] ≤ T and for every j > i?, ξj > ξ′. Using Proposition 3 and (39), we get
E [RT ] ≤ Tξ′ +
∑
ξ′<ξj
C
2ξ2j
ξj +
∑
ξ′<ξj
2α log f(T )
ξ2j
(ξj + β)
≤ Tξ′ + CK
2ξ′
+ 2αK log f(T )
(
1
ξ′
+
β
ξ′2
)
As C = lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
1
t2α , one can verify that for T0 = 56 and α = 1, C < 2α log f(T ) holds. Using this fact,
≤ Tξ′ + 4αK log f(T )
(
1
ξ′
+
β
ξ′2
)
E [RT ] ≤ Tξ′ + 4αK log f(T )
(
1
ξ′
+
β
ξ′2
)
(40)
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We first consider ΘWD class of problems. For ξ′ < 1 and β ≤ 2, we have
(
1
ξ′ +
β
ξ′2
)
≤ β+1
ξ′2 ≤ 3ξ′2 . Then
E [RT ] ≤ Tξ′ + 12αK log f(T )
ξ′2
Choose ξ′ =
(
24αK log f(T )
T
)1/3
which maximize above upper bound and we get,
⇒ E [RT ] ≤ (24αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3 + (24αK log f(T ))
1/3
2
T 2/3
≤ 2 (3αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3 + (3αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3
⇒ E [RT ] ≤ 3 (3αK log f(T ))1/3 T 2/3 (41)
As C < 2α log f(T ) and K << T , it is clear that upper bound in (41) is worse than (40). Hence it completes our
proof for the case when any problem instance belongs to ΘWD.
Now we consider any problem instance θ ∈ ΘSD. For any θ ∈ ΘSD ⇒ ∀j ∈ [K], κj = 0⇒ β = 0. Hence (40) can
be written as
E [RT ] ≤ Tξ′ + 4αK log f(T )
ξ′
Choose ξ′ =
(
4αK log f(T )
T
)1/2
which maximize above upper bound and we get,
⇒ E [RT ] ≤ 2 (4αKT log f(T ))1/2 = 4 (αKT log f(T ))1/2 (42)
As C < 2α log f(T ) and K << T then upper bound of expected regret in (40) is 3 (αKT log f(T ))1/2 which is
better than (42). It complete proof for second part of Theorem 3.
E Proof of Proposition 4
Proposition 4. Let i < j. Assume
Cj − Ci /∈
(
max{0, γi − γj},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] . (14)
Then, Cj − Ci > max{0, γi − γj} iff Cj − Ci > P
{
Y j 6= Y i}.
Proof. Assume that Cj − Ci ≥ max{0, γi − γj}. Since Cj − Ci /∈
[
max{0, γi − γj},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}], we get
Cj − Ci > P
{
Y j 6= Y i}.
The other direction follows by noting that P
{
Y j 6= Y i} ≥ max{0, γi − γj}.
F Proof of Proposition 5
Proposition 5. Let i > j. Assume
Ci − Cj /∈
(
max{0, γj − γi},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] . (15)
Then, Ci − Cj ≤ max{0, γj − γi} iff Cj − Ci ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j}.
Proof. Assume that Ci − Cj ≤ max{0, γj − γi}. Since max{0, γj − γi} ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j}, we get Cj − Ci ≤
P
{
Y i 6= Y j}.
The condition Cj − Ci ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j} along with Ci − Cj /∈ (max{0, γj − γi},P{Y i 6= Y j}] implies the other
direction, i.e., Ci − Cj ≤ max{0, γj − γi}.
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G Proof of Proposition 6
Proposition 6. Let i? be an optimal sensor. Any problem instance θ ∈ Θ′SA is learnable if
∀ j > i? Cj − Ci? /∈
(
max{0, γi? − γj},P
{
Y i 6= Y j}] .
Proof. From Proposition 4 and 5, if the optimal sensor satifies for j > i?
Cj − Ci? /∈
(
max{0, γi − γj},P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}]
and for j < i?
Ci∗ − Cj /∈
(
max{0, γj − γi},P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}]
,
Then, for j > i?, Cj − Ci? > γi? − γj iff Cj − Ci? > P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j}
and for j < i?, Ci? − Cj ≤ γj − γi? iff Cj − Ci? ≤ P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j}. Hence we can use P{Y i 6= Y j} as a proxy for
γi − γj to make decision about the optimal arm.
Now notice that for j < i?, Ci? − Cj ≤ γj − γi? ≤ max{0, γj − γi?} (from Lemma 2). Hence for j < i? the
condition
Ci∗ − Cj /∈
(
max{0, γj − γi},P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}]
is satisfied. Then, the condition
Cj − Ci? /∈
(
max{0, γi − γj},P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}]
for j > i? is sufficient for learnability.
H Additional experiments for Section 5
Synthetic Datasets: The d-dimensional samples are randomly generated. Each sample is represented by
(x1, . . . , xd) such that ∀i, xi is drawn from (−1, 1) uniformly at random. We have generated two such datasets:
Synthetic Dataset 1 with d = 3 and Synthetic Dataset 2 with d = 5. Both of these datasets have 10000 samples.
We train five linear classifiers on Synthetic Dataset 1 by varying the hyper-parameters in logistic regression and
SVM. We use 80:20 train-test split of the dataset and then compute their error-rate for the whole dataset, i.e.,
the ratio of the total number of misclassification to total samples. The error-rate and cost of classifiers for the
five problem instances are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Synthetic Dataset 1. For Case 5, WD property does not hold. Optimal classifier’s cost is in red bold font.
Values/
Classifiers
Clf. 1 Clf. 2 Clf. 3 Clf. 4 Clf. 5 WD
Prop.
Error-rate 0.2877 0.2448 0.2128 0.1714 0.1371
Case 1 Costs 0.05 0.20 0.36 0.54 0.75 X
Case 2 Costs 0.02 0.045 0.20 0.29 0.4 X
Case 3 Costs 0.01 0.021 0.032 0.043 0.25 X
Case 4 Costs 0.01 0.022 0.035 0.08 0.1 X
Case 5 Costs 0.01 0.021 0.032 0.1 0.133 5
Similar to Synthetic Dataset 1, we train four linear classifiers on Synthetic Dataset 2. Their error-rate and
associated cost for the five problem instances are given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Synthetic Dataset 2. For Case 5, WD property does not hold. Optimal classifier’s cost is in red bold font.
Values/
Classifiers
Clf. 1 Clf. 2 Clf. 3 Clf. 4 WD
Prop.
Error-rate 0.2340 0.1977 0.1673 0.1418
Case 1 Costs 0.05 0.2 0.36 0.6 X
Case 2 Costs 0.022 0.045 0.36 0.6 X
Case 3 Costs 0.01 0.021 0.032 0.2 X
Case 4 Costs 0.01 0.021 0.032 0.045 X
Case 5 Costs 0.005 0.011 0.018 0.075 5
Figure 5: Comparison between Heuristic Algorithm 2 proposed in [1] and USS-UCB with parameter α =
{1.5, 1, 0.51} for Case 2 of the real datasets and synthetic BSC dataset.
Figure 6: Comparison between Heuristic Algorithm 2 proposed in [1] and USS-UCB with parameter α =
{1.5, 1, 0.51} for Case 3 of the real datasets and synthetic BSC dataset.
Figure 7: Cumulative regret of USS-UCB(α = 0.51) for different problem instances of the Real Datasets where
last two classifier are interchanged in the sequence while keeping the cost same as given in the Table 2. Note that,
i? = K for Case 4 and WD automatically holds but after interchanging last two classifiers, WD does not hold for
Case 4.
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Figure 8: Cumulative regret of USS-UCB(α = 0.51) for different problem instances of the Synthetic Dataset 1
and 2. Rightmost figure: Comparison between unsupervised and supervised setting for Case 3 of real datasets.
Figure 9: Comparison between Heuristic Algorithm 2 proposed in [1] and USS-UCB with parameter α =
{1.5, 1, 0.51} for Synthetic Dataset 1.
Figure 10: Comparison between Heuristic Algorithm 2 proposed in [1] and USS-UCB with parameter α =
{1.5, 1, 0.51} for Synthetic Dataset 2.
Figure 11: Cumulative regret of USS-UCB(α = 0.51) for different problem instances of the Synthetic Dataset 1
and 2 with last two classifier are interchanged in the sequence while keeping the cost same as given in the Table 3
and 4. Note that, i? = K for Case 4 and WD automatically holds but after interchanging last two classifiers, WD
does not hold for Case 4 whereas holds for Case 5.
